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Why does Vibranture intake a maximum of only 20 clients each year?

        We have designed the most comprehensive and personalized MBA admissions service that supports you in every aspect of your MBA application.
          Since this highly personalized approach demands substantial time and effort, we limit Vibranture’s client intake to 20 per year,
          happily foregoing 50%+ in potential additional revenue annually.
        



    
	
Why does Vibranture offer only one, single service? 

      Your MBA applications will be successful, only when each part of your application is of the best quality.
        So, instead of piecemeal services for separate application sections, Vibranture offers only a single unified,
        complete school package expertly guiding you in all aspects of your applications - from school research to
        career goals to essays creation to resume writing to interview preparation to scholarships
        negotiation - giving you the highest chance of success.
      


    
	
Why does Vibranture not employ any part-time or junior consultants?  

        While hiring many junior and part-time consultants is a profitable industry practice, we believe that part-time commitment and
          halfway dedication are not in your best interest. To build your best possible MBA applications, you must work with the best possible
          experts who are fully invested in your success.  At Vibranture, you will work directly with our CEO / Founder and get the best guidance
          every time - without exception.
        


    
	
Why does Vibranture strongly encourage multi-school applications?

        Your best admissions strategy is to apply to multiple schools with consistently high-quality applications; clients working with us
          on 4+ business school applications had 40-60% higher chances of admission than those applying to 3 schools or less. So, to encourage
          YOU to partner with Vibranture to give your best even in safer school applications, we offer unlimited school packages for a
          fixed tariff! 


      
	
Why does Vibranture offer free reapplication services?

              We support you fully in your MBA journey and remain your partners from start to finish. So, despite our combined best efforts,
                if you get no admission offer after working with Vibranture, we offer you our reapplications
                MBA admissions services to the same schools next year for free - even if we have to build entirely new applications for those schools! 


          
	
Why does Vibranture never negotiate?

                  To offer you the very best service - that can potentially transform your career and life - we uphold extreme
                    standards of excellence with every client in every interaction.
                    So, we never negotiate or compromise - on our quality, ethics, professionalism, dedication, or pricing.
                  


              













  MBA Essays and Deadlines









	Berkeley Haas	Cambridge Judge	Chicago Booth 
	Columbia 	Cornell Johnson	Darden Virginia
	Dartmouth Tuck	Duke Fuqua	Erasmus RSM
	ESADE	Georgetown McDonough	Harvard HBS
	HEC Paris	IESE	IIMA PGPX
	INSEAD	ISB PGP	Ivey
	Kellogg	LBS London	Michigan Ross
	MIT Sloan	NYU Stern	Oxford Said
	Rotman Toronto	Stanford	Tepper
	UCLA Anderson	Wharton	Yale SOM
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